Abstract-The past decade witnessed the dramatic evolution from Quality of Service (QoS) to Quality of Experience (QoE) in the design of wireless networks, especially on the aspect of link scheduling. In many applications, end users are concerned more about transmission quality of an individual task rather than the quality of a link, where a task may refer to a piece of music, video, etc. and may include many packets. This paper proposes a new network model aiming at improving user experience by pushing the scheduling problem to the task layer. A novel QoE requirement is designed to generalize the QoS requirements of a task, which is the ratio requirement. Following this design, a corresponding scheduling policy is proposed to capture it for each task and then reach an application-aware transmission allocation. We theoretically analyze the performance of the scheduling policy, and discuss the design of an optimal solution and the impact of the QoE requirements. Finally, the simulation results indicate that our scheduling policy can significantly improve QoE.
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INTRODUCTION
T HE ubiquitous utilization of low-price wireless devices has dramatically accelerated the emergence of many convenient services over the past decade. End users, such as cars or human beings, always expect to receive high quality services, making network control to concern more about Quality of Experience (QoE) [1] . QoE refers to a measure of a customer's experiences on a service and is specific for different kinds of services [2] , [3] , [4] . A typical QoE requirement is that a user expects the online video streaming on her tablet to be played fluently. As a widely covering terminology, QoE has a strong correlation with the underlying Quality of Service (QoS) in networks [5] . For instance, some work [6] investigates the correlation between system performance and user engagement on Skype. In this paper, we focus on improving QoE performance through link scheduling, which is an extension of scheduling flows with QoS requirements. A QoE requirement corresponds to a detailed scheme regarding link scheduling and packet transmission so as to maintain good user experiences. Furthermore, a QoE requirement could actually be equivalent to a set of QoS requirements on the link scheduling problem in many applications [7] .
The study of QoS-centric link scheduling problems in wireless networks has been extensively carried out by the researchers. Typical QoS requirements under consideration include delay constraint, delivery ratio, etc. [8] , [9] . Meanwhile, some works have already stepped forward to handle the QoE requirements. For example, service regularity, also known as jitter, is considered in [10] . The proposed solution can guarantee the time period between two consecutive scheduling of a link. This is believed to closely related to user experience on the responding frequency of service. However, these scheduling policies still treat the QoE requirements from the perspective of links. Their main purpose is still to optimize the long-term performance of each link, which is sometimes incapable for higher level guaranties of service quality for users. Essentially, QoE is an application-layer concept, while QoS is somehow originated from the network layer. There is still a gap between the existence of QoE requirements and the scheduling policies which truly handle QoE requirements.
To fill this gap, one must understand the characteristics of QoE requirements. One insight is that users measure QoE performance at the task level, which is a short-period activity. The tasks can refer to the video or music being played on mobile ends [11] in cellular networks, or a set of packets triggering a same event in cyber physical systems. In both cases, a task has many packets and is active for a moderately long time. The experiences on different tasks are often independent from each other. Therefore, an application-aware scheduling policy is highly expected. Although some work [12] proposes the solution for the task-level scheduling problem, it only determines the users to deliver their tasks in each time period. The details regarding how to schedule packets during this period are missing, which is essential for ensuring the QoE performance for the selected tasks. As a whole, the design of a detailed task-level scheduling policy considering the underlying packet transmission remains an open problem.
Note that, link scheduling is one of the many components in a wireless network design that can benefit users' QoE. Such components range from deploying more infrastructures to proper designing user interfaces (UIs). Link scheduling directly determines whether an application can receive sufficient number of packets of a task to provide qualified service for users. In this paper, we call it partial result. A partial result indicates the number of packets that a user can obtain at some time instant in a task. It intuitively determines the user experience proposed in the following questions [13] : 1) Can we receive the packets containing the next video batch to be played? 2) Can we get a quick view on the webpage under browsing while waiting for downloading some multimedia items? 3) Can we receive frequent and stable updates on our locations when we use navigation applications? In these cases, the partial result requirement roughly corresponds to the proportion of packets in a task that a user needs to receive before a given time instant. We denote it as ratio requirements. It is worth mentioning that a task often has a group of ratio requirements, each of which has a time stamp. That is, each requirement indicates the minimum number of packets delivered before this checkpoint. A scheduling policy can improve the partial result of a task (also an application) as long as all the ratio requirements for the task are satisfied.
In this paper, we study application-aware scheduling of real-time traffics. The term application-aware indicates that we focus on QoE performance during scheduling. First, our newly formulated network model reconsiders the scheduling problem from the view of tasks. Specifically, we propose a novel definition for network stability, which measures a network based on the packet transmission of each task. The length of the packet queue in our model is usually finite since the number of the concurrently active tasks on each link is finite, and each task includes a small number of packets. It means previous definitions on stability are infeasible since they are mostly based on queue length or buffer performance. In our model, network stability is related to the number of failed tasks in a long time period. The failure of a task means it cannot meet all the ratio requirements. Second, many previous scheduling policies can be easily extended to (or have been used for) the task level, which are based on queue-length, channel condition, or delay constraints [14] . However, the performance is no longer guaranteed since these policies are not designed for QoE requirements. In this work, a new scheduling policy is proposed for the QoE-oriented scheduling problem. It takes the ratio requirements of all the active tasks into consideration, and determines the links and corresponding tasks on these links to communicate in each slot. Furthermore, our mechanism tries to maintain a high network utilization while tracking tasks. Our work also introduces the basic idea of designing an optimal scheduling policy for the novel network model. The terms partial result and ratio requirement will be used interchangeably in this work.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on application-aware link scheduling in wireless networks. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
We propose a new network model to formulate the task-level scheduling problem with QoE requirements. We also introduce a new definition for network stability. We propose a novel policy called Remaining Time Based Maximal scheduling. This scheduling policy is easy to be implemented and has a low time complexity. It satisfies the ratio requirements of each task, while ensures that a maximum number of packets are delivered in each time slot. We theoretically analyze the performance of the proposed policy on the aspect of network stability. We discuss the clues for designing an optimal scheduling policy and the limitation on improving user experience from the QoS aspect. We show through simulation results that the proposed scheduling policy performs much better than the most recent works considering the QoS performance. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related works. The network model is introduced in Section 3. The novel scheduling policy is proposed in Section 4 with complexity and performance analysis. In Section 5, we introduce the idea of deriving an optimal solution. In Section 6, we discuss the correlation between QoE and QoS. The simulation results are presented in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORKS
Link scheduling in wireless networks has been extensively studied during the past decades. It is well-known that the maximum weight strategy can achieve a throughput-optimal performance [15] . However, it has a large time complexity under the general network model. Some other policies [16] , [17] are throughput-optimal but require a long time to obtain the best performance and show little robustness in channel fading. Then the researchers focus on designing polynomial-time approximation policies with guaranteed performance on throughput. Lin and Shroff [18] proved that a maximal weight scheduling policy has an efficiency ratio that is no less than the ratio between the weight of the maximal link set and the maximum one. The efficiency ratio is a concept that is widely used in measuring the performance of a scheduling policy. Lin and Shroff's work mainly draws attention on the theoretical aspect. There are a series of works [19] on designing distributed policies that are easy to be implemented in wireless networks. They mainly differ on the employed network models.
To schedule links with QoS requirements is a challenging topic due to the randomness of traffic. Some scheduling policies [8] , [9] are for links with delay constraints and delivery ratio requirements. They formulate the optimal scheduling problem as the integer linear programming problem. However, these works all assume that time is partitioned into frames. Moreover, the arriving time of all packets are known at the beginning of each frame and these packets would be dropped at the end of the corresponding frame. Kang et al. [20] proposed a scheduling policy that breaks the frame limitation. The method records a deficit for each link, which is related to the minimum number of packets that a link should transmit to meet the delivery ratio requirement. Such a scheduling policy is proved to have a performance guarantee. Li et al. [10] studied link scheduling with the service regularity requirements. They regulate the length of time between two consecutive transmissions of each link. However, a main drawback of all these works is that they only consider the performance of a link. They cannot guarantee that the tasks on each link can get a fair service, which makes them infeasible for the recently emerging wireless network applications.
Some works study the application-level scheduling problem in wireless networks. Wu et al. proposed a scheme that schedules tasks on a large time-scale [12] . It periodically selects tasks with better channel condition and longer waiting time. All the selected tasks can transmit all their packets. This scheme is incapable for our problem since it does not consider scheduling the packets of the chosen tasks. Hou et al. employed a modified earliest deadline first policy to deliver video stream [14] . Shi et al. utilized the features of different applications to reduce the instantaneous peak traffic [13] . However, their work is designed for the all-to-one network model. It is not suitable for the general network model.
The task-level scheduling problem also exists in cloud computing [21] , [22] . However, their definition of tasks is different from the one in wireless networks. In a cloud system, a task often refers to a computation requirement that needs to be deployed in a cluster. The conflict among tasks comes from the limited number of available resources in a cluster. Furthermore, multiple tasks may have dependency, which is seldom considered by link scheduling in wireless networks. Their primary concerns include completion time, scalability, load balance and system utilization. This also makes the optimization objective of scheduling in clouds different. As a whole, these works cannot be applied to the problem studied in this paper.
The correlation between QoE and network performance has recently been studied by several works [3] , [4] , [11] , [23] . They mainly design an overall view on the impact of network events [5] , [24] , [25] , and provide limited insight on the detailed network operations. Fiedler et al. proposed a generic exponential function to depict the relationships among QoE and QoS parameters [5] . They validated the hypothesis under streaming service and web surfing. Balachandra et al. [24] , [25] investigated the metrics to capture QoE in streaming service. Finally, QoE is a widely studied topic in IPTV service [26] and video streaming service [27] , [28] . Most of them could only control the QoE performance in limited types of networks like IP networks or cellular networks. They also consider the QoE performance on the link layer. Unfortunately, these scheduling policies are inapplicable for wireless networks, although some of their observations [26] can help us understand the QoS/QoE correlations in wireless network based systems. The ratio requirements indicate the minimum number of packets in a task that must be delivered before a specified time slot. We assume that tasks of the same type have identical ratio requirements. It is reasonable since tasks of the same type often come from the same kind of applications. Consider task T ij of type q. The ratio requirements are denoted by 0 < h q ða qk Þ 1; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; M q , and 0 < a qk 1 is called the checkpoint of T ij . This means that the number of the packets delivered by the end of slot t ij þ a qk Ã D ij is no fewer than h q ða qk Þ Ã B ij . For simplicity, M q is a constant. A task is considered failed when it cannot meet all the ratio requirements h q ða qk Þs.
NETWORK MODEL
A brief conclusion on the terminology is as follows. A link is the connection between a user and her service provider (either a base station or other individuals). An application means the kind of service for a user, like video streaming, web browsing and so on. A task is the content that a user receives from the provider, like the corresponding movie from Youtube. Each task uses a group of packets to carry its content. Fig. 1 shows an instance for links, applications, and tasks in cellular networks. In each time slot, link i can transfer a packet from its source node to destination node. A set of links can transmit simultaneously if none of them conflicts with one another. The scheduling in slot t is denoted as S½t ¼ fs 1 ½t; s 2 ½t; . . . ; s N ½tg with binary entries. s i ½t ¼ 1 means link l i is chosen in slot t and 0 otherwise. A scheduling is said to be feasible if all the chosen links can transmit in the same slot. Furthermore, S½t is maximal if all the links with s½t ¼ 0 at least conflict with one chosen link. We make the assumption that a system always chooses as many links as possible in a slot. Finally, on each chosen link, the scheduling policy selects an active task to deliver a packet. Then a scheduling policy is a set of scheduling S½1; S½2; . . . and a set of tasks for every scheduling. Now we define stability and throughput-optimality. EðF i ½tÞ ¼ 0;
where F i ½t is the total number of failed tasks on link i by the end of slot t.
We say that a scheduling policy can support an arriving rate vector if the system is stable under the vector when it carries out the scheduling policy. An arriving rate vector is supportable if there exists a scheduling policy that makes the system stable under the vector. Now we show two basic definitions regarding the performance of the whole system and a specific scheduling policy.
The Capacity Region L of a system is the set of all the supportable arriving vectors.
The performance of a scheduling policy is mainly determined by the scale of rate vectors that it can support. We define this as follows.
Definition 3. Let L G be the set of rate vectors supported by
where jLj is the size of the vector space of L. We also call an efficiency ratio of G.
We summarize all the symbols in Table 1 .
REMAINING TIME BASED MAXIMAL SCHEDULING POLICY
In this section, we introduce the Remaining Time Based Maximal scheduling policy (RTBM for short). RTBM schedules tasks according to their shortest tolerable idle time to meet the ratio requirements. It constructs a maximal scheduling in each slot. We first define the remaining time for a task, then give the details of RTBM. The second part of this section analyzes the efficiency of RTBM.
RTBM Scheduling Policy
The new scheduling policy must maintain the requirement for each task while guaranteeing a global performance on the throughput. This results in the two components of RTBM: remaining time estimation and maximal task selection. We first show how to estimate the remaining time, and the maximal task selection is included in the processing of RTBM.
A ratio requirement actually indicates how many packets a task should deliver in the next few slots. For example:
Task T ij of type q has transmitted x packets by the end of slot t, t ij t t ij þ D ij . A ratio requirement h q ða qk Þ with a qk Ã D ij > t À t ij means that the task still needs to transmit at least Max{0; h q ða qk Þ Ã B ij À x} packets during the next a qk Ã D ij À ðt À t ij Þ time slots as shown in Fig. 2 . As we can see, each task does not take over the channel all the time since Max{0; h q ða qk Þ Ã B ij À x} is sometimes less than a qk Ã D ij À ðt À t ij Þ. A task can remise the resource to other tasks when there is enough time to meet all its requirements. We formally define this tolerance as remaining time. It is intuitively the maximum number of time slots during which a task can remise the channel to other tasks while not breaking its ratio requirements. The remaining time of a single requirement on a task is as follows.
Definition 4.
For ratio requirement h q ða qk Þ, its remaining time
where t is the current time slot and x is the number of delivered packets by the end of slot t. It indicates the difference between the remaining slots to the kth checkpoint and the number of packets still need to be transmitted to meet the ratio requirement.
We use the number of packets to denote the time slots they take since the transmission of each packet requires one slot. The remaining time of task T ij is defined as the minimum time among rt of all its requirements. Assume Q q to be the set of checkpoints in a task of type q. Then we have RT ij ðtÞ ¼ Minfrt k ðtÞ j a qk 2 Q q ; x < h q ða qk Þ Ã B ij g; (2) where RT ij ðtÞ is the remaining time of T ij in slot t. The remaining time of a link RT i can be defined similarly, thus omitted. Now we introduce RTBM. It has three phases in each slot: updating, scheduling and maintaining. Transmissions happen between scheduling and maintaining. 1) Updating: Each task calculates its remaining time RT ij ðtÞ according to the unexpired checkpoints and the history of previous transmissions. Then each link derives its RT i according to the remaining time of all its active tasks.
2) Scheduling: This phase spans multiple rounds. Assume L 0 is empty at the beginning of this time slot. In each round, RTBM selects the link with the least remaining time and whose corresponding task has not yet satisfied the ratio requirement of the next coming checkpoint. In case that no such links exist, it selects one from the links whose corresponding tasks have satisfied the next ratio requirements. The link with the maximum degree is chosen when multiple links have identical remaining time. The chosen link is added into L 0 . After that, all the links that conflict with the chosen one are dropped in the current slot. RTBM repeats this procedure until all the links are either in L 0 or dropped. Finally, the links in L 0 are scheduled in the current slot. The corresponding tasks whose remaining time is the same as their links can deliver a packet. RTBM chooses the one with the fewest packets if there are multiple such tasks on a link.
3) Maintaining: At the end of each slot, RTBM checks all the tasks. A task is considered to be failed if its remaining time equals zero in the current slot but the task has not been scheduled. F i ½t is the total number of tasks that fail on link i in slot t. All the failed tasks will no longer be considered even if they are still active.
The procedure of RTBM is given in Algorithm 1. Assume there are no more than h max checkpoints in each type of tasks, and there are no more than m concurrent active tasks on each link. The time complexity of RTBM is analyzed as follows. In the updating phase and maintaining phase, the time consumption is Oðh max Á m Á NÞ. In the scheduling phase, the time complexity is OðN 2 Þ in the worst case. Therefore, the time complexity of RTBM is Oðh max Á m Á N þ N 2 Þ in each time slot. In fact, h max and m are usually constant numbers according to user behaviors. For instance, a link may exist between a mobile phone and the base station. An end user usually runs several Apps concurrently, i.e., m could be constant in this case. Furthermore, for applications like Youtube, the length of a video is often moderate and checkpoints appear every several seconds, so the total number of checkpoints h max is usually constant. Then the time complexity of RTBM is OðN 2 Þ. 
Analysis of Throughput
To estimate the exact sizes of L RTBM and L is non-trivial and time-consuming. We study the sizes of two related capacity
is an efficiency ratio of jL RTBM j jLj , since we have
We achieve L 0 RTBM by introducing a sufficient condition on the supportable arriving rate vector of RTBM. The main part of the condition is given in Lemma 2. Assume there are two tasks T ij and T pq . T ij and T pq conflict with each other when i ¼ p or l i conflicts with l p , and their active slots overlap. The following lemma shows the number of the delivered packets for task T pq that happens during its overlapping with T ij . Lemma 1. Assume T ij is a type k task and T pq is a type r task.
The mth active period ½t ij þ D ij Ã a kmÀ1 ; t ij þ D ij Ã a km of T ij and nth active period ½t pq þ D pq Ã a rnÀ1 ; t pq þ D pq Ã a rn of T pq overlap, and the size of the overlapping slots between them is OT mn as shown in Fig. 3 . Then during time slot ½t ij þ D ij Ã a kmÀ1 ; t ij þ D ij Ã a km , the number of the delivered packets from task T pq is always fewer than Minfðh r ða rn ÞÀ h r ða rnÀ1 ÞÞ Ã B pq ; OT mn g before h k ða km Þ Ã B ij packets from T ij are transmitted.
Proof. In slot t pq þ D pq Ã a rnÀ1 , the number of the delivered packets from T pq is no fewer than h r ða rnÀ1 Þ Ã B pq , otherwise it will be dropped. We prove the result in two cases. Case 1. When OT mn < ðh r ða rn Þ À h r ða rnÀ1 ÞÞ Ã B pq , T pq can possibly transmit at most OT mn packets.
Case 2. When OT mn ! ðh r ða rn Þ À h r ða rnÀ1 ÞÞ Ã B pq , ðh r ða rn Þ À h r ða rnÀ1 ÞÞ Ã B pq packets from task T pq can be transmitted. Then according to RTBM, T pq will have to wait for T ij to satisfy the ratio requirement h k ða km Þ before it can transmit again. t u
We can propose a sufficient condition based on Lemma 1. The condition gives an upper bound on the number of tasks that conflict with a given one, while this task can be successfully transmitted. We need to introduce some notations before giving the condition. Assume T ij is a type k task. It contains B ij packets and has D ij active slots. a kmÀ1 and a km are two checkpoints of T ij . Then Db km ¼ ðh k ða km Þ À h k ða kmÀ1 ÞÞ Ã B ij , and Dd km ¼ ða km À a kmÀ1 ÞD ij . Db kmax and Dd kmax are the largest ones among all the checkpoints. Db max and Dd max are similarly defined on all types of tasks. The condition is then shown in Lemma 2. Lemma 2. Let N Ci include the set of links conflicting with l i and l i itself. Then task T ij can be successfully transmitted when P j2N Ci
Proof. We first consider one type of tasks. In each slot, there are no more than P j2N Ci jr g jr type r tasks arriving at the links in N Ci . Meanwhile, there are totally Dd km þ Dd rn À 1 slots during which the nth active period of arriving task T pq can overlap with the mth active period of T ij as shown in Fig. 4 . We combine these facts with Lemma 1, and derive the maximum number of packets from other tasks that can be transmitted during slot ½t ij þ D ij Ã a kmÀ1 ; t ij þ D ij Ã a km before T ij achieves ratio requirements h k ða km Þ.
When Db rn Dd km ,
(4) is based on the fact that OT mn will first increase from 1 to Db rn À 1, then stay above Db rn À 1 for Dd km þ Dd rn À 1 À 2ðDb rn À 1Þ slots, and finally decrease from Db rn À 1 to 1. (5)! (6) is based on Db rn h r ð1Þb rmax À 0.
(8)! (9) is based on h r ð1Þb rmax ! Db rn > Dd km . Now we can consider all the active periods in T pq . Since (7) and (10) are free from the concrete active periods, their maximum number of delivered packets is fewer than
Finally, we add up the packets for all types of tasks, X j2N Ci
In (12), we merge the packets of T ij into the left side. Thus there is only Dd km on the right side.
Since (12) must hold for all active periods Dd km , m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; M k , then we have
Lemma 2 shows a constraint for arriving rate vectors if we want a task to be successfully transmitted on l i . Furthermore
RTBM
. Meanwhile, the size of the vector space formed by the subset of links in N Ci can be derived. We first introduce Lemma 3 which helps to estimate the size of the vector space.
Lemma 3. For any vector k ¼ ðk 1 ; k 2 ; . . . ; k n Þ,
H b 0 1ds is a multiple integration on the n dimensions, also defined as the size of the vector space composed of all the vectors like k.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction.
where s 0 is a k-dimensional space with
t u
Proof. This can be directly derived from Lemma 3 by set- t u
Now we derive the superset L 0 . This part is done by introducing a necessary condition for any supportable rate vector. Some terminologies are needed before we give the condition. A set of links N X is called exclusive set if only one link in N X can be scheduled in each slot. An exclusive set is maximal when no other links conflict with all the members in this set. Notice that a link often belongs to multiple maximal exclusive sets. We propose a necessary condition for any supportable arriving rate vector in Lemma 6. Lemma 5 is used for the proof of Lemma 6.
Lemma 5. Assume ExðT ij Þ is the set of all the tasks whose active slots overlap with T ij , and jExðT ij Þj is the number of the packets in ExðT ij Þ that have to be transmitted during the active slots of T ij . There must exist a failed task in ExðT ij Þ [ fT ij g when jExðT ij Þj > D ij À h k ð1Þ Ã B ij , and k is the task type of T ij .
Proof The size of the vector space defined in Lemma 6 is also estimated in Lemma 7.
Lemma 7. The size of the region of exclusive is jL N X j ¼
, where
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 4.
t u
Finally, the efficiency ratio of RTBM is based on Lemmas 4 and 7. Proof. Lemmas 4 and 7 only give the size of the vector space on a subset of links. In Lemma 4, it is the conflicting links of a specific link. In Lemma 7, it is an arbitrary exclusive set of links.
We first extend Lemma 4 to all the links. It is easy to prove that any subset of links N S keep
if we have
for all links, where F ij ¼ g ij M j b jmax 2h j ð1Þd max . It indicates that for any arriving rate vector constrained by (17) , it is supported by RTBM since (16) holds for the conflicting sets of all links. Then we apply Lemma 4 to all links and derive the size of a sub-space of L RTBM , denoted by L
N L can be divided into multiple maximal exclusive sets fN X1 ; N X2 ; . . . ; N Xq g. Each link belongs to a set. Then an arbitrary arriving rate vector must be supportable on any one of these exclusive sets if it is globally supported. We can apply Lemma 7 to all the exclusive sets and derive the size of a superset of L by combining the results. We denote the superset as L
Finally, we have
As we can see, the proposed efficiency ratio of RTBM is still loose. There are several reasons. First, the sufficient reason given in Lemma 2 is rigorous. It assumes there is no failed tasks all the time, while the definition of stability tolerates the existence of some failed tasks. Second, some parameters are replaced during the analysis. It simplifies the results at the loss of tightness. Third, Theorem 1 extends the partial result to all links under the worst assumption. The main purpose of the analysis is to show that RTBM has a provable performance. To derive a tighter bound on the efficiency ratio of RTBM is our future work.
DESIGNING AN OPTIMAL SOLUTION
The design of a throughput-optimal scheduling policy is still an open problem. In this section, we first show that RTBM is optimal in collocated networks [20] . In a collocated network, all the links form a single exclusive set. Cellular network is an example collocated network. In this scenario, the greedy strategy in RTBM can achieve the optimal performance. In the second part, we introduce a throughput-optimal solution in general networks. It starts with an instance to reveal that the performance of RTBM is limited. Then we propose an optimal scheduling policy and investigate its performance. There is also a brief discussion on the complexity of the scheduling policy. It indicates that the algorithm is infeasible in even middle sized networks.
Optimal Solution in Collocated Networks
In a collocated network, all the nodes send or receive packets from one node, which is often known as the base station. All the links can be included in a single exclusive set since the base station only communicates with one node per slot. According to Lemma 6, a supportable arriving rate vector must follow
In this case, the expected number of failed tasks equals 0 when utilizing RTBM in the system. We prove this in the following lemma. Lemma 8. By applying RTBM in scheduling packets in collocated networks, lim t!1 P N i¼1 EðF i ½tÞ ¼ 0 when the arriving rate vector follows
Proof. The expected number of packets to be transmitted during a time period can be bounded by Lemma 6. It is no more than the total number of available slots in this period when the arriving rate vector follows the constraint. Now we assume a vector follows the constraint and consider the remaining time for an arbitrary task. RTBM is optimal if the remaining time is always no less than 0. On the other hand, assume there is a task T 0 with remaining time p but never got scheduled in the next p slots. It means there is always a task in each slot whose remaining time is smaller than task T 0 during the next p slots. Then the number of packets to be transmitted in the next p slots is at least p þ 1, including all the actually transmitted packets and those belonging to T 0 . This is a contradiction with the fact that the total number of the packets to be transmitted during a time period is no more than the number of the available slots. Thus, a task can always transmit its packets under RTBM before the remaining time becomes negative. Then we have lim t!1 P N i¼1 EðF i ½tÞ ¼ 0 when
For collocated networks, Lemma 6 is a necessary for the supportable arriving rate vectors since there is only one exclusive set in a network. Then RTBM is throughput -optimal since it can support all the vectors following the constraint in Lemma 6.
Optimal Solution in General Networks
The problem of designing a throughput-optimal solution is complicated in general networks. We first show the drawback of both RTBM and the existing throughputoptimal scheduling policies.
As we can see, RTBM is not throughput-optimal. This is not due to the fact that RTBM only selects a maximum number of tasks in each slot. A novel throughput-optimal scheduling policy is also different from the previous max-weight scheduling policies. We can use an instance to show that when multiple links have the same remaining time, there is always a failed task no matter the policy chooses the link with the minimum or maximum degree, or selects the maximum number of links in each round.
As shown in Fig. 5 , each node refers to a link, and an edge means that two links conflict with each other. All the links in the figure has a remaining time of two slots. Then under RTBM, links f3; 4; 5; 9; 14g will be scheduled in the first time slot. Under a maximum scheduling policy, links f3; 4; 6; 7; 8; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14g will be scheduled in the first time slot. Neither of them schedules link 1 or link 2, then there will be at least one failure between the two links. Meanwhile, all the tasks in the instance can be transmitted successfully. A feasible scheme is as follows: links f1; 13; 6; 7; 8; 4; 9g are scheduled in the first slot and f14; 3; 5; 2; 10; 11; 12g are scheduled in the second slot.
One insight from the instance is that a scheduling policy must serve at least one link in each exclusive set whose remaining time equals to the size of the exclusive set. For example, link 1 and link 2 form an exclusive set, and their remaining time is 2. Then either of them must be scheduled in the first slot. As a result, the optimal scheduling policy must carefully consider the links in such exclusive sets. We will show later that such a step has a high overhead. Thus, the whole processing of a throughput-optimal scheduling policy is also time-consuming.
Another reason leads to the suboptimal performance of RTBM is that it always tries to serve all the tasks. As we know, the temporary traffic load in the network could be very large due to the random arrival of tasks. In this case, some tasks should be dropped when they arrive to alleviate the traffic load in subsequent slots. However, RTBM retains all the tasks until they fail. It leads to the waste of bandwidth in some failure tasks. Therefore, it is also important for a throughput-optimal scheduling policy to determine whether to accept or drop a task when it arrives.
According to the two observations, we introduce the basic idea for designing an optimal solution. It is also based on the remaining time, and we call it the Novel throughputOPTimal scheduling policy (NOPT for short). First of all, two concepts relative remaining time set and critical exclusive set are introduced. Generally, a critical exclusive set N xi means it cannot remise the channel any more if the scheduling policy tries to serve all the tasks in the set.
NOPT includes two steps in each time slot.
Step 1. It checks for violation on the remaining time constraint for all the maximal exclusive sets. When there is no violation, NOPT continues. When violations appear, NOPT enumerates the possible combinations of all the tasks in the corresponding exclusive sets, and checks whether all the violations can be eliminated by dropping the combination.
After the enumeration, NOPT obtains the feasible combination with the fewest tasks, drops them, and then continues.
Step 2. NOPT checks all the exclusive sets and tries to find all the critical exclusive sets. When there are no critical exclusive sets, NOPT works in the way as RTBM. If there are critical exclusive sets, NOPT enumerates a link from each critical exclusive set until there is a set of links that can transmit simultaneously. Then the tasks with the least remaining time on the chosen links can transmit, and all the other links conflicting with the chosen ones are cut in the current slots. Furthermore, NOPT schedules the remaining links, and the procedure is the same as RTBM.
The details of the scheduling policy are given in Algorithm 2. The basic idea of the scheduling policy is straightforward. Two key components of NOPT are to drop the overloaded tasks and find a feasible solution for the critical exclusive set.
In the first step, the violation on the remaining time constraint means there is no sufficient time slots to serve all the tasks in both exclusive sets. Then some tasks must be dropped, and NOPT always drops the minimized number of tasks by enumeration. Furthermore, NOPT maintains the system at the beginning of each slot, so it can check for violation when new tasks arrive. In this case, no transmission will happen in the dropped tasks even though they may still have positive remaining time. Then the bandwidth is retained for the remaining tasks.
In the second step, NOPT can minimize the number of the time slots when some new critical exclusive sets appear since RTBM always serves the links with the least remaining time. Furthermore, there will always be a feasible set of links chosen from each critical exclusive set. We can prove this by contradiction. Assume two newly generated critical exclusive sets N x1 and N x2 are found in the same slot. Then there must be a feasible scheduling scheme to transmit all the tasks before they fail. Otherwise, a link l 0 in N x1 must conflict with all the links in N x2 , or vise versa. It indicates there must be a critical exclusive set N x2 [ fl 0 g or N x1 [ fl 0 g found in the last slot, which contradicts the fact that N x1 and N x2 are newly generated.
As a whole, NOPT drops the smallest number of tasks in each slot and finds the optimal transmission scheme for remaining tasks. It is a throughput-optimal strategy under our network model. Finally, the time complexity of the scheduling policy is obviously exponential in both steps. Therefore, NOPT is an ideal solution, but not feasible in practice.
DISCUSSION
There are still many issues for the application-aware link scheduling problem that need to be discussed. In this section, we address two of them. In the first part, we investigate the design of the ratio requirements. Two types of ratio requirements are introduced. The second part discusses the new challenge on user experience.
The Design of Ratio Requirements
The ratio requirements are proposed to improve user experience from the link layer. They often have different meanings according to the concrete applications. We can broadly classify them into two categories: inherent requirements and advanced requirements. Both of them aim at correlating the upperlevel user experience with lower-level QoS requirements.
The inherent requirements mainly support the basic fluent processing of the applications. For example, the HTTPbased video streaming plays video in a batched manner. It periodically fetches data blocks from the buffer at the end of each interval. A smooth playback is based on the guarantee that the corresponding packets for the next interval can always arrive at the device before the extraction. It poses ratio requirements on a task (i.e., the video). Each data block must be transmitted to the device before the end of playback of its previous interval. The length of an interval is usually a few seconds [24] , [28] . Therefore, the video streaming has a ratio requirement for every several seconds. The inherent ratio requirements also exist in Location-Based Services (LBS). For instance, the navigation application requires a sufficiently frequent update on location information so as to support a timely judgement for the users. In this scenario, the ratio requirements ensure a user to receive the packets including updated location several times per second.
On the other hand, the advanced ratio requirements do not significantly influence the basic processing of an application. They are designed to bring better experience for users. For example, the web browser tries to present a web page to users quickly [3] , which introduces a ratio requirement similar to delay constraint. This is considered as an inherent requirement. Besides, the browser also hopes to keep a periodical responding on the device. A user can view the contents on a web page gradually and may get the core information earlier. It refers to a series of ratio requirements during the transmission of the web page. These requirements are often more user-specific and contentspecific, which is beyond the basic running of the applications. Video streaming also has a component on advanced ratio requirements: users are often heterogeneous on their preferred resolutions for the same video, which is possible with the existence of adaptive bitrate [29] . To derive such requirements depends on selecting proper bitrate for each user. They will not change the appearance of checkpoint for each ratio requirement, but may potentially modify the number of the packets delivered in each requirement.
The major difference between the requirements in the two categories is the method to satisfy them. The inherent ratio requirements can be well defined by the service providers like Youtube, Spotify, and Google Map. The providers can design the requirements by their understanding on the processing of an application or deriving them from users' historical data [25] . Such requirements can provide an acceptable QoE performance for most users. The providers then send the requirements together with their data to the network operators, and the operators deliver the packets to the end users according to the requirements. On the other hand, the advanced ratio requirements are more difficult to design. First, the applications can still process normally without them. It means the service providers have to design the requirements mostly based on their knowledge on users. Second, the definition of better experience is often individualspecific. Some users may be more sensitive to the bitrate of a video, while others are tolerable or even negligent. As a consequence, the derivation of the advanced ratio requirements is mainly based on the historical data. Furthermore, users may become unsatisfied with the bitrate of a video even though the historical data show that they completed the watching. In this case, even some subjective surveys are requested to derive the accurate advanced ratio requirements.
As a whole, although the accurate design of ratio requirements for each type of applications remains an open problem, there is a strong feasibility to derive a coarse level requirements (i.e., the inherent requirements). Meanwhile, to derive the fine-grained ratio requirements (i.e., the advanced requirements) is still a challenging topic.
The Necessity and Barrier of Breaking
Single-Application User Experience
The correlation between QoS and QoE has been discussed extensively [5] , [7] , [11] , [23] , [25] . Our work also lies in this area. In these works, the QoE performance is often defined by the service providers based on their knowledge on user behaviors. It is achieved by the design of the application or data-driven analysis from existing data. This is quite efficient in improving users' basic and content-specific experience, which is dominated by the good performance of the application. However, the pervasively existing wireless network applications bring the QoE requirements to a new stage. To only focus on improving experience in every single application is insufficient. One instance is that when a user pauses a video, there may be two reasons: 1) The video buffers frequently so the user pauses and waits for the downloading of the whole video.
2) The user wants to leave the wireless channel for other high priority tasks while not quitting the current video. The two reasons lead to totally reversed QoE requirements on the video, and a service provider cannot satisfy them by applying simple QoS requirements. Here, bringing fair performance on all the applications will not bring the user a globally good experience. In this scenario, the good experience refers to a composite performance on multiple applications. It requires a thorough understanding of different applications and also user behaviors. The network operators should properly allocate the resource to maximize global QoE performance instead of each application. However, to achieve an optimal allocation strategy is even more challenging, since it is currently infeasible for network operators to be aware of all the tasks and user's current intention. The underlying reasons lie in technique deficiency, business competition, and privacy issues. The operators can only get the packet level information, and not all service providers would like to cooperate due to their own profits. Furthermore, the big problem here is that even a simple movement can leak a user's private information. The service providers usually make agreement with the users on privacy rules, thus they are forbidden to share the information. As a consequence, although it is an ideal situation to improve the true experience for a user, currently we can still only focus on the experience for every single application.
EVALUATION
In this section, we investigate the performance of RTBM. We apply a network with 200 nodes randomly deployed in a square area with 90m*90m. The transmission range and interference range for each nodes are both 20 m. We randomly and uniformly chooses 200 links. In our basic setting, the links are randomly selected from whole area, and the corresponding expected conflicting factor is approximately 0.3. Here the conflicting factor is the probability that two selected links conflict with each other. It increases if the links are chosen from a smaller sub-area. To concentrate our focus on the relationship between arrival rates and system performance, we investigate our scheduling policy under ideal channel condition, and implement the system with c++ language. All the packets are assumed to be of unit size, and can be transmitted in a single time slot. In our basic setting, there are two applications: the first one refers to the basic application with a normal delay constraint, while the second one with ratio requirements during the active time stands for the interactive application whose transmission has a running-time impact on user experience. The number of the packets for the tasks of the basic application is uniformly chosen from 5 to 15, with a corresponding active time ranging from 25 to 35 slots. It has a ratio requirement at the end of the task, which is set as 0.7. The number of the packets for the tasks in the interactive application ranges from 10 to 20 packets, with 35 to 45 slots of active time. It has two ratio requirements: 0.6 at the half active time and 0.7 by the end of the task. All links has a independent and identical arriving rate on both types of applications in our basic setting. We run the system for 10,000 time slots, and repeat 20 times in each setting. The exact numbers of conflicting factor, the arriving rate, and the selection of applications are determined according to the objective of every group. We will introduce them separately.
RTBM is compared with two well-known methods. The first one is Larger-Queue-First (LQF) based maximal scheduling. The queue length of each task is defined as its number of remaining packets. The second one is Earlier-Due-First (EDF) based method. It always transmits for the task with the earliest deadline. The two methods both repeatedly select the links and corresponding tasks with the highest priority and then delete the conflicting links until all the links are checked.
Throughput
In this part, we validate the basic performance of RTBM. We utilize the basic setting for the system. Tasks from both applications arrive at the system in each slots. Both stability and utilization of the network are considered. The global arriving rate, presented as P N i¼1 P K j¼1 ij , refers to the total expected number of tasks that arrive on all links and all applications in each time slot. The results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. As we see, RTBM can dramatically reduce the number of failed tasks. The improvement is more significant when there are more tasks on each link. One observation is that the total delivery ratios are similar in the three scheduling policies, which is shown in Fig. 7 . It indicates that RTBM spends less resource on those failed tasks. EDF performs poorly even with a small arriving rate, which is due to the fact that EDF keeps scheduling a task once selected since subsequent tasks often have a later due time. Then all the other tasks have to wait and violate their ratio requirements. We also evaluate our scheduling policy towards collocated networks. The network is composed of 10 links. To eliminate the influence of randomness, we utilize a static new task assignment method in this evaluation as follows. A new task in the basic application arrives at an arbitrary link at the beginning of every t b slots, while the arrival time period for the interactive application is t i slots. We validate our mechanism under different combinations of t b and t i . Due to space limitation, we present a subset of the result which is typical in Fig. 8 , where t b 2 f12; 13; 14; 15; 16g and t i 2 f19; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25; 26; 27g. As shown in Fig. 8 , RTBM still outperforms the other two scheduling policies. Furthermore, we have a lower bound on the achievable time period t b and t i , i.e., g 1. It indicates that RTBM achieves the optimal performance in collocated networks.
Network Resource and Consumption
In this section, we study the performance of RTBM under different conflicting factors. The conflicting factor determines the number of the links that conflict with a given link. A larger conflicting factor leads to a heavier conflict among links, and then leads to a smaller number of links that can be scheduled simultaneously. It indicates more limited network resource. Our network instance contains 200 links, and the global arriving rate is 0.5. The results are shown in Fig. 9 . As we can see, the ratio of the failed tasks increases in all the three scheduling policies due to the inherent heavy conflict among links. The performance of RTBM is better than that of EDF and LQF. RTBM can successfully transmit 20 percent more tasks. RTBM uses the limited resource to serve the tasks with little remaining time. We also find that LQF has the similar performance with RTBM in the light tail and then rapidly decreases. This indicates that LQF can fairly allocate resource for different tasks, but such simple fairness is insufficient for the ratio requirements.
Second, we evaluate RTBM with different ratio requirements. Generally, larger ratio requirements indicate more resource consumption before a checkpoint. This intuitively results in more failed tasks since it means more packets to compete in a shorter time period. To concentrate on the impact of ratio requirements, we only consider the interactive applications. The network is composed of 200 links with a conflicting factor 0.3, and a global arriving rate 0.5. We show the results in Fig. 10 . The performances of all the three policies degrade as the ratio increases. We can regard it as there are more and more packets that have a delay constraint at the half active time. This incurs more competitions among tasks. Meanwhile, RTBM still outperforms the other two solutions by around 40 and 60 percent. We also find that the performance of EDF is roughly stable, and even comparable with LQF and RTBM when the ratio requirement is large. This is because EDF often keeps serving a task once selected as it always has the earliest deadline. Then these tasks can always be transmitted successfully no matter how the ratio requirement changes. However, EDF still performs poorly, about 40 percent of the tasks failed.
Applications and Tasks
In this part, we investigate how heterogeneous applications and tasks are served by RTBM. Specifically, we study the resource allocation between two types of applications, tasks with different ratio requirements, and tasks with different numbers of packets. The general network in this section includes 200 links with a conflicting factor 0. 3 We first consider the transmission performance between two applications. The global arriving rate is 0.5. We tune the proportion of tasks belonging to the interactive application, which increases from 0.1 to 0.9. As we see in Fig. 11a , the interactive application always has a relatively larger failure ratio, which is around twice of the basic application. This is due to the fact that these tasks carry more packets and a ratio requirement at half active time, which makes both the number and the allocated slots of transmissions more restricted and difficult to achieve. Fig. 11b shows that the interactive application is also allocated more transmissions than the basic one. Consider the case when 50 percent of the tasks belong to the interactive application, they achieve 40 percent more transmissions. The underlying reason is that they have a smaller remaining time owing to their ratio requirements at half active time. This makes them have a high priority in RTBM. We also observe from Fig. 11a that the total failure ratio rises as the proportion of interactive application increases, which can be regarded as the increase of average ratio requirement. It verifies our observation in Fig. 10 .
Next, we consider the performance among tasks with different ratio requirements. In this part, the global arriving rate varies from 0.2 to 0.8. To focus on the impact of ratio requirements, we assume that only the tasks from the interactive application arrive in the networks. Furthermore, the half-time ratio requirement for each task is randomly chosen from f0:2; 0:4; 0:6g. As we see from Fig. 12 , the tasks with larger ratio requirements at half active time suffer more failures. For example, the tasks whose halftime ratio requirement is 0.6 have roughly 6 times larger failure ratio than those with 0.2 halftime ratio requirement, and twice than those with 0.4. It means while all the tasks receive similar numbers of transmissions, those with a larger halftime ratio requirement request more transmissions in the first half slots. It poses severe restriction on the transmission, and would probably lead to more failures.
Finally, we study the performance of RTBM towards tasks with different packet sizes. The global arriving rate varies from 0.2 to 0.8. We still consider the tasks from an interactive application to concentrate on the impact of packet size. While retaining the identical ratio requirements, each task randomly picks its expected packet size and active slot pair from fð10; 35Þ; ð15; 40Þ; ð20; 45Þ; ð25; 50Þ; ð30; 55Þg. According to Fig. 13 , the tasks with larger packet size always significantly suffer from more failures. The group of tasks with 30 packets and 55 active slots suffers over 50 percent failures even when the global arriving rate is 0.2, and increases to 95 percent when the arriving rate is 0.8. It indicates that RTBM prefers to transmit tasks with fewer packets since these tasks consume less bandwidth.
Fairness for Links
As the last part, we investigate the fairness of RTBM for links with heterogeneous arriving rates. The general settings for the network is identical with the basic one introduced at the beginning of this section. The baseline arriving rate and rate scaling factors are used to determine the total arriving rate for all applications on each single link. More specifically, the arriving rate for each link randomly scales from the baseline arriving rate by a factor chosen from f Fig. 14a , the proportion of transmissions each link received are determined by the arriving rate, i.e., the number of tasks. It confirms that RTBM is a task-level scheduling policy. Furthermore, the ratios of successful tasks revealed by Fig. 14b are nearly identical for all links. It indicates that RTBM is fairness for all links. No link suffers poor performance alone due to a larger or smaller arriving rate.
The ratio of transmissions used for successful tasks is shown in Fig. 15 . As we see, a majority part of transmissions happen on tasks that are successfully transmitted, especially when the traffic loads are relatively small. It also holds even when the traffic loads is heavy For instance, more than half of the tasks fails when the baseline arriving rate is 0.02 (the global arriving rate is around 3), but the ratio of useful transmissions is still around 60 percent.
Finally, we validate our observation in Fig. 14 with another group of rate scaling factors. The arriving rate for each link is set to be f Fig. 16 , we can see that the number of transmissions are still determined by the arriving rate on each link, which is same with our observations in Fig. 14a .
Based on our evaluation, RTBM has a good performance on fairness. It approximately allocates bandwidth for links according to their average task arriving rates.
As a whole, RTBM is a task-level scheduling policy that allocates network resource according to the ratio requirements of tasks. It improves ratio requirements and maximizes network utilization.
CONCLUSION
The quick development of handheld mobile devices makes more and more complicated wireless network applications feasible. These applications often have extra requirements on their system performance and directly deal with end users. Some of the requirements are related to link scheduling. This paper proposes a novel scheduling policy named remaining time based maximal (RTBM) scheduling policy. RTBM pushes forward link scheduling from a throughputoptimal and QoS concerning problem to a QoE-based and application-aware one. So far as we know, it is the first per-packet level scheduling policy in wireless networks that focuses on user QoE. Both theoretical analysis and simulation results demonstrate that RTBM can improve system performance under the new network model. This paper also discusses the idea for designing an optimal scheduling policy, and indicates the extremely high overhead of the solution. We believe that the link scheduling problem is just one of the many components in wireless networks that need to be re-considered under the explosion of new applications. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
